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(The following i3 extracted from OOD I4 Nov 69) 

STORIES TOLD 

I wish some of our spokesman would realize they don't 
have to tell tangled tales. They are unaware of the full 
simple facts of our operation, 

Wc are factually a management company (OTC) who brings 
in and trains and sends out people to look after our admini¬ 
strative and technical interests in other companies over the 
world. We also run a ship and use it to train people and to 
manage other companies. 

We are a management company (operation) and we transnort 
people of course. 

Factually hundreds of companies of a commercial type use 
our technology and we get regular queries from them and" have 
stacks of letters about this. 

We are also shot by rival companies in the same line, such 
as the various psychological associations who also teach and 
furnish management with technical data on the mind and admin and 
who try to establish themselves in companies. Because our tech 
is so much better we are taking over their areas of influence. 
All this is fact. 

People who come and go arc on management or technical 
business and are trained by U3 to look after OUR interests in 
other companies such as SH. We furnish personnel and know-how, 

7/e get pc-id by percentages of increase of income in other 
companies or direct fee3. We furnished 7 teachers in July to 
other companies to teach a course and return to us. The fee was 
$15,000 each which is si'ent on expenses and ship operution. 

We have live other ships to train and manage for us in 
specific areas. 

The novel thing in our use of ships and training people as 
sailors. But we can move around this way nearer operating areas 
One of our ships move3 here and there in Scandinavia. 

Please believe me, that is what we do, it is all we do and 
it doesn’t need embroidery because it’s true. 

We improve the Admin and finance of every area in which we 
operate. And that's true too, , , 

That we also ere a strong new influence on the world.goes 
without saying and that we are fought 1b quite expected,' 

There is not one record or text on this ship that Says 
otherwise because there is no otherwise! * 

That's all there io to it. 
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